
Jamaica witnesses sunlovers from all around the globe who come to enjoy the bliss and let go off their worries. Jamaica is a

home to breathtaking beaches, stunning resorts and scintillating waters. Imagine yourself on a beach, relaxing while hearing the

sound of the waves with a drink in your hand, having a beautiful Jamaican day! While Jamaica provides its visitors with relaxing

atmosphere, the island also has to offer some exceptional beach bars with amazing drinks to lure its tourist. The 5 best ones are

listed below to shorten your search.

Pelican Bar at Treasure Beach

One of the most unique bars, Pelican Bar is situated right in the middle of the sea on the

Treasure Beach. Pelican is a rustic wooden bar resting on stilts built on the sand bank is a

perfect place to spend a day. One can take a ferry to the bar and see dolphins swim near

your boat. You can choose from the various dining options available at the bar and also

enjoy the fresh fried fish. With a number of activities to do like sunbathing, swimming,

snorkeling and fishing, Pelican Bar offers a memorable day with beer.

Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville on Montego Bay’s Hip Strip

Popular among tourist is the Hip Strip and its famous bar - Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville.

The bar is famous for its spectacular 120ft water slides that winds right through the bar

into the Carribbean Sea below. One the hottest night club of Western Jamaica offering

some amazing view and serving world famous Cheese burgers, the bar notices tourist

herding in the entire day. The bar offers various dining options and is also a home to a

Jacuzzi.

Time ‘N’ Place in Trelawny

A small bar situated on a remote beach with thatch and few tables and chair, is one of the

most seclusion one in Jamaica. One can loosen up on the white beach and distant ones

self from the hustle and bustle accompanied with superb dishes Time ‘N’ Place has to

offer. In addition to this, Time ‘N’ Space has some beautiful cottages to stay in. With

gentle beeze, good music and a warm bond fire, one keeps shaking their feet all night.

Norma’s at the Marina: Norma’s at the Marina

Facing a beautiful white sandy beach and crystal clear waters, Norma’s at the Marina

offers some mouth watering dishes to choose from with exotic drinks. The restaurant with

the inclusion of the bar area offers outdoor seatings extremely comfortable and relaxing.

Overlooking the Errol Flynn Marina, with Jamaican style food and drinks and reggea

playing in the background, Norma’s at the Marina is a perfect place to spend a day.

Groovy Grouper Beach Bar and Grill at Doctor’s Cave beach

Located on one of the famous Jamaican beach, Groovy Grouper Beach Bar and Grill

provides satisfying meal and drinks for the whole family to enjoy. Priced at a reasonable

rate, the bar offers delicious cusine. The bar also offers some amazing view especially

during sunset.

The island country has a lot to offer to its visitors. With scenic beaches and warm waters of the carribbean, Jamaica also

statisfies its visitors gastronomic cravings.

The end of a perfect vacation, but only the beginning of a beautiful memory.
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